
Global telecommunication services create an enor-
mous volume of real-time data. Long-distance

voice networks, for example, can complete more than
250 million calls a day; wide-area data networks can
support many hundreds of thousands of virtual circuits
and millions of Internet protocol (IP) flows and Web-
server sessions. 

Unlike terabyte databases, which typically contain
images or multimedia streams, telecommunication data-
bases mainly contain numerous small records describ-
ing transactions and network status events. The data
processing involved therefore differs markedly, both in
the number of records and the data items interpreted.

To efficiently configure and operate these networks,
as well as manage performance and reliability for the
user, these vast data sets must be understandable.
Increasingly, visualization proves key to achieving this
goal.

AT&T Infolab is an interdisciplinary project created
in 1996 to explore how software, data management and
analysis, and visualization can combine to attack infor-
mation problems involving large-scale networks. The
data Infolab collects daily reaches tens of gigabytes.

The Infolab project Swift-3D uses interactive 3D maps
with statistical widgets, topology diagrams, and pixel-
oriented displays to abstract network data and let users
interact with it. We have implemented a full-scale Swift-
3D prototype, which generated the examples we pre-
sent here.

Swift-3D
We developed Swift-3D to address two needs in net-

work-element management: increased level of abstrac-
tion and improved real-time analysis capabilities. Our
goal was to help decision makers react to changing con-
ditions within a matter of minutes. We thus focused Swift-
3D on visualizing circuit-switched call detail information. 

To be useful, a system for visually exploring call detail
records must scale well and avoid instance-specific pro-
cessing, making it flexible enough for experimentation
in back-end queries and user interface. Although ini-
tially aimed at voice telephony, our data mining and
visualization model can generalize or scale to other
large-scale networks and services.

Swift-3D has three modules: data collector, aggrega-
tor, and visualization interface. The modules commu-

nicate using a self-describing data-independent binary
format consisting of 

■ a header that defines record size, type, and data con-
text; and

■ a record sequence.

We created our own data file format after our initial
studies found that commercial databases either couldn’t
handle such large volumes or imposed inordinate over-
head and administrative complexity for our purposes.

Swift-3D serves for batch playback, which is faster
than real time, or for real-time applications in network
management, where incremental state changes trans-
mit through its data paths. We built Swift-3D’s under-
lying query language using C-like expressions—such as
arithmetic, logical, and statistical operations and group-
ings—that are compiled, loaded, and executed on-the-
fly for efficiency. Because Swift-3D runs on data sets
potentially much larger than physical memory, its visu-
alization module explicitly controls paging via memo-
ry-mapped files.

Swift-3D uses multiple linked 2D and 3D views,
including geographic maps and statistical displays and
controls. Most display objects also support input, such
as “drill down when an interesting pattern is found.”

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Swift-3D system.
The upper left window shows US traffic volume over 10-
minute intervals for several services and their aggre-
gate. The upper right window shows a subset of the
database for display. The large window shows a 3D dis-
play with a histogram bar for each location. The map-
ping between data and display is customized in an
auxiliary geometry file of points, lines, polygons, and
coloring. Users can define new maps to highlight inter-
esting properties or encode multiple levels of detail,
such as from state and county outlines down to local
telephone exchange or nine-digit postal zip boundaries.
They can then relate the new details to the external val-
ues displayed. Swift-3D generates the 3D graphics using
Silicon Graphics Performer and other libraries and tools.

In Swift-3D, users can examine data from different
viewpoints, zoom in on interesting locations, and select
intervals for viewing and animating time-series data. A
drag-and-drop interface in the visualization window lets
users drill down to get details, explore context, and take
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action if necessary. This method intuitively converts spa-
tial information into detailed information, such as the
most frequent originating or terminating numbers. 

As the lower left of Figure 1 shows, users can also
open a 2D overview window that shows data for each
location in a single pixel color. We generated the 2D dis-
plays using an extension of the VisualPoints system,1

arranging data points on the screen so that those with
similar coordinates—typically mapped to the same posi-
tion—are represented by different colored pixels. High
call volumes are mapped to dark colors and low call vol-
umes to light colors.

Network analysis
Figure 2 shows a random estimate of telephone-call

volume on a typical weekday in the US. The view focus-
es on the activity at geographic network endpoints, from
the west to east coasts. When run interactively, the dis-
play shows network usage in relation to time: changing
as users wake up, commute to work, take lunch breaks,
and return home to make personal calls and log in to
Internet services. Some trends aren’t so predictable and
invite further investigation. For example, even after
business hours end, some eastern metropolitan areas
continue to log relatively high activity volume.
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1  An overview of the Swift-3D
display. This example shows US
traffic volume over 10-minute
intervals for several services and
their aggregate (upper left); a
subset of the database (upper
right); and, in the large window, a
3D display with a histogram bar for
each location. Users can also open a
2D overview (lower left), which
shows data for each location in a
single pixel color.

2  Network traffic time-series animation. When activated, the display of call volume shows fluctuations in network usage over time. In
each frame, the upper window show the volume of specific voice services, such as residential, long distance, and 800-number calls.



A network endpoint view also suits exploring second-
order effects or network events. For example, users
might look at call volumes normalized by population,
or calls that went unanswered or otherwise failed to
complete due to a specific hardware or service outage.

Applications
Swift-3D supports interactive queries on a database

of more than 250 million records per day. It can thus visu-
alize network activity and events for many different busi-
nesses and services, as the following examples show.

For example, companies that operate large toll-free call
centers must monitor customers’ quality of service. Figure
3 shows the volume of unanswered toll-free calls during
a major network problem. To explore details about the
problem’s impact on a certain customer, the Swift-3D user
can select a data set to display, isolate a specific region
where numerous events indicate incomplete calls, and

use drag-and-drop tools to find out
who called into those locations, sort-
ed by count. This lets network man-
agers assess both the cause and
impact of a network or customer
equipment problem and suggest
steps to reduce the disruption. 

In one case, managers discovered
that calls to a radio station dropped
at a high rate not because of a net-
work error, but because the cus-
tomer had only a single line and
received thousands of calls per hour.

Swift-3D can also help users con-
figure virtual networks. In Figure 4,
for example, a large corporate cus-
tomer configured a virtual network
by joining network topology and
customer configuration databases.
Although many user-configured net-
works exhibit a similar star-like
structure, others are mesh-like, pos-

sibly reflecting a less centralized application architec-
ture. Further research on ways to reorganize the layout
of virtual networks on physical facilities might improve
network performance and reliability.

Swift-3D also proves useful for market analysis, which
can help managers better understand market-segment
behavior and thus improve their marketing strategies.
This often involves comparing multiple data sets that
vary by time, market segment, service, or provider. 

For example, Figure 5 shows the relationship between
voice long-distance service and Internet access. The dis-
play shows

■ differences in the use of services by time of day,
■ local telephone calling areas (where Internet access

does not involve a per-minute connection charge),
and

■ the local calling areas of a competitor.
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3 Inspection of a network event’s
impact on customers of a toll-free
call center. The display shows the
effects of a certain event on geo-
graphic locations and originating
and terminating numbers.

4  Virtual net-
work configura-
tion created by
a customer. The
display was
made by joining
network topolo-
gy and cus-
tomer-configura
tion databases.



This type of visualization can help users understand
the effect of geographic location on Internet access facil-
ities and whether different services offered by the same
company complement each other or compete.

Discussion and future work
As our examples suggest, using Swift-3D for network

visualization, at scale, can qualitatively improve net-
work management and marketing of network services.
Although most of the individual screen shots aren’t in
themselves novel, they’re interesting when running
together in a time series on heavy telecommunications
traffic. Of particular interest are Swift-3D’s graphics and
visualization for data access and drill-down queries.

Just as large-scale data management and networking
have fundamentally changed how managers use infor-
mation throughout an organization, high-performance
graphics and visualization are changing how managers
present and understand information in large telecom-
munication networks and services.

A key problem we are now addressing is how to show
more information. Specifically, we’re looking at how to
combine multiple networks and services, such as voice,
IP, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) or frame relay,
and wireless communication; and how to represent
higher-order structures, such as virtual private networks
and endpoints.

Classic work by Richard Becker, Stephen Eick, and
Allan Wilks2 shows how to attack scale in network visu-
alization using techniques such as selection, aggrega-
tion, and thresholding. To this list of techniques, we add

zooming and level-of-detail control. The need to visu-
alize more abstract structures has grown. Techniques
from computational geometry (such as graph draw-
ing3), and mathematical and scientific visualization may
be appropriate.
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5  Market and service comparison
between two competitors offering
voice long-distance service and
Internet access. The display shows
information temporally and spatial-
ly. The left histogram and the yel-
low spike show volume for a voice
service; the right histogram shows
Internet access. Local calling areas
are in green and blue (overlap is
gray). 
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